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I am  actively involved with the Southern E-Group further
pictures of the layout can be found at:
http://www.semgonline.com/members/fishsarum_01.html

Fisherton Sarum been featured in both the December 2007
issue of Railway Modeller and the April 2009 issue of Hornby
Magazine.

I am also member of the High Wycombe and District Model
Railway Society. Further details of the society layouts and the
club in general can be found at http://www.hwdmrs.org.uk
All pictures courtesy of Hornby Magazine and Chris Nevard
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Layout Description

A Southern Railway MPD layout, using Salisbury (as it has a family
connection) as the inspiration, and the basis for the structures on the
layout. Set in the period 1946 to 1949. It enables the exhibiting of a
large and varied range of Southern locomotives and rolling stock
from the period.

The name comes from the fact I wanted to retain the link to Salisbury
without actually calling it Salisbury. The current station at Salisbury,
to differentiate it from Salisbury Milford (later closed to passengers
and kept solely for goods traffic) was originally called Salisbury
Fisherton as it is located on Fisherton Street, with the original pre
1901 shed called Fisherton shed. Old Sarum, of course, is the famous
hill fort and Roman centre forming part of the origin of Salisbury.

The key elements taken from Salisbury were as follows:
Coal Stage and ramp,
Turntable positioning relative to coal stage and water tower,
Substantial water tower building with stores and engineman
dormitories below,
LSWR design style of shed albeit reduced from ten roads to four,
Slightly elevated running lines and siding at the rear of the scene.

The shed itself reduced in size has been transposed to the east and is
accessed by a kick back arrangement rather than a fan of sidings to
balance the space utilised and enables baseboards of 3ft depth to be
utilised. 

The up and down running lines at the rear of the layout allow main
line trains to pass the shed in the background.  Locomotives arrive
and depart the shed either from or to take over trains on the main
line. Also coal, ash and other shed supply wagons are shunted within
the shed too.

Other details include
Fully detailed interiors to shed and coaling stage
Water column braziers
Working Yard lamps
Workers filling wheelbarrows with ash 
Loco crew and cleaners on duty
Boys loco spotting trying to ‘bunk’ the shed (one represents my father)
Working signals on the main line
Gangers working on the main line (one represents my grandfather)

Scale 4mm/foot ‘00’gauge

Setting Southern Railway 1946-9 based on Salisbury

Layout Size 20ft x 3ft including fiddle yards

Operator Space Minimum of 4ft behind layout

Transportation Estate car for Layout plus  car for operators

Expenses Petrol/diesel for two cars

Operators 5 / 6

Accommodation For 2 days shows and or over 80 miles from home

Power One 13amp socket

Tables One

Insurance value £8,000

Set Up Time Minimum of one hour

Special requirements None

Layout Details

8ft viewing area

20ft overall length

Operator Space4f
t

3f
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